This is a collection of papers edited by the founder and coordinator of the International Corpus of Learner English (ICLE), which brings together written texts produced by non-native speakers (NNSs) of English from a variety of European mother-tongue backgrounds. The book is divided into three parts, each composed of several papers: the first part is devoted to a general outline of the constitution and analysis of learner corpora, the second to a series of case studies, most of which involve the comparison of NNS and native speaker (NS) corpus data, and the third to the use of corpora to enhance pedagogical tools such as dictionaries, instructional software, and teaching manuals.
Book Reviews direct questions in seven NNS corpora, as compared to a British and an American NS corpus, finding a range of variation, with most (but not all) NNSs overusing questions. Stephanie Petch-Tyson discusses markers of writer/reader visibility (including first-and second-person pronouns and referential items) in four NNS corpora (French, Dutch, Swedish, and Finnish) , finding them overused in all compared to NS data. Sylviane Granger and Paul Rayson compare the relative frequencies of part of speech in French NNS and English NS texts, finding that NNSs overuse determiners, pronouns, and adverbs, and underuse conjunctions, prepositions, and nouns. Jan Aarts and Sylviane Granger compare tag sequences in POS-tagged corpora of Dutch, French, and Finnish NNSs to English NSs. Among other things, they find striking differences between learners and native speakers with respect to sentence-initial structures and sequences involving prepositions.
The third part of the volume contains five papers. Doug Biber and Randi Reppen discuss the potential contribution of corpus data to the teaching of complement clauses (based on that, to, -ing, and wh-forms) using NNS data from French, Spanish, Chinese, and Japanese learners. Patrick Gillard and Adam Gadsby from the ELT division of Longman look at the use of learner corpora in compiling English language teaching dictionaries. Przemystaw Kaszubski uses a Polish perspective to discuss the usefulness of corpora to enhance writing textbooks. John Milton describes a computer-based teaching environment designed for use in the teaching of English in Hong Kong. Among other things, tagged corpora of authentic learner errors are used as doors into a tutorial system. Finally, Sylviane Granger and Chris Tribble discuss the use of learner corpus data in the foreign language classroom as the basis for an inductive approach to teaching.
As Geoffrey Leech points out in his preface, this is only the first book on the construction and use of NNS corpora. Clearly, the field is still very young, and there are many areas that will require attention. The corpora used are still relatively small, which hinders the use of statistical tests. Many of the corpora are only lightly tagged, usually only at the POS level. More syntactic, semantic, discourse, and error tagging will be required to obtain the most from software. Finally, and probably most significantly, apart from a few basic theoretical constructs such as overuse and underuse with respect to native speaker usage, there is a serious lack of contact with the notions of current linguistic theory. For example, the concept of markedness never appears in the volume.
Despite these shortcomings, normal in a new field, this volume represents a welledited contribution to NNS corpus research and is well worth the read.
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